Spotlight of the Week

Yeshiva Grads Shelf Books

To Join Army; Cut Cadavers

Proving that a college degree is no handicap if inculcations are any criterion, former Yeshiva students again showed their abilities in various fields of endeavor.

On the home front American Jewry has received the guidance and instruction of numerous Rabbis ordained by this institution. Rabbi Genem Aged '38, former president of the student body and one time managing editor of "The Commentator" has been appointed to an important position in Westchester, Mass.

Rabbi Joseph Kothikin '39, is at present in White Plains, N. Y., leading a congregation, as are Rabbi Louis Werfel '33 in Brooklyn, N. Y., Chaim Friedman '34 in the Bronx, and Samuel Fox '40, in Indianapolis, Ind.

In the Rabbinical field recent Smicha recipients have been Berchun Peleg '30 and Ymonan Bloom '39, who received their degrees one week before Roch Hashana.

Rabbi Pinchas Cuvrol '35, recently ordained, was accepted in the Harvard Law School. Also studying at Harvard, above school is Arnold Miller '38. He is a member of the Student Council, Jewish student newspaper of New England which was submitted to the Dean of the school.

Recent Yeshiva draftees include Joseph Sokolow '38, David Sethok '39, Leopold Stein '40, and Joseph Sokolow '40, all from the above school.

Aides Housemaster

In Improvements

By Joe Karaske '43

The long awaited social lounge for the residence of Yeshiva College, will finally open its doors tonight. Concurrent with the establishment and furnishing of the Social Hall the entire dormitory was completely remodeled.

Through the tireless efforts of Mrs. Blanche Schlang, president of the Women's Auxiliary, and Mrs. S. Bendheim, chairman of the Dormitory Committee, who aided Mr. Plotnick, the Dormitory chairman, the women have worked for this project for several months.

This long hoped-for Ideal of every dormitory resident has finally become a reality.

Yeshiva College will be a platform of relaxation and social meeting for the residents of the dormitory.

In commenting upon the remodelling of the dormitory itself, Mr. Plotnick stated that the painting and redecorating was made possible, to a very great extent, through Mr. and Mrs. Plotnick, Mr. and Mrs. Levison, and Mrs. Goldstein of the Women's Auxiliary.

The medical care of the dormitory residents is under the supervision of six doctors, all residing in the neighborhood of the Yeshiva, assisted by Mrs. J. Goldman, who came from past custom, every resident of the dormitory will receive this new medical service free of charge.

Yeshiva College President, Abraham Cohen, was present, and President of Student body, Morris Epstein '41, was present, and President of Student Council, Jewish student newspaper of New England which was submitted to the Dean of the school.

The medical care of the dormitory residents is under the supervision of six doctors, all residing in the neighborhood of the Yeshiva, assisted by Mrs. J. Goldman, who came from past custom, every resident of the dormitory will receive this new medical service free of charge.

"Who's Who" Will Tell What's What

About Seven Popular Students

Knock! Knock! Who's there? "Who's who?" and rudely disregarding this pointed question, Fame will force itself on the campus and bless seven of our real big shots with its presence. It will take the whole College to decide the men best fitted to wear a gaudy pin (for women they will pay upwards of three bucks) and have their names inscribed in that book of books, "Who's Who in American Colleges." But it's the honor that counts.

It's true that an election was held yesterday, and at that time the following fellows were named to wear the hazy halo.

George Cohen, who roost from the Neck of Brooklyn to become the prey of our Student Council;

David Mirsky, secretary of the Students' Senate;

Joe Plotnick, president of the junior class and

Julius Rosenblatt, Baltimorean and editor of this rag you are now reading.

Major Sid Weiss (English major) president of the senior class and co-president of the Board of Student Council, refugee from Reading, Pa.

Maimonides, the annual publication of the Debating Society, was presented.

Masmid Governing Board Formed

Joseph Sokolow, editor-in-chief of the Masmid, announced that the Governing Board of that publication has been formed. Sidney Rubinstein '44, is now managing editor; Morris Epstein '41, has been appointed assistant editor; David Miller '44, is the director of photography, and Harry Samson '44, art director.

At the same time, an advisory editorial board was appointed, consisting of Maimonides, George Cohen, David Mirsky, Abe Karp, Julius Rosenblatt, Al Weiss, Milton Kremen, all of the class of '43, and two members of the class of '49, who have as yet not been elected.

It is advisable, Sokolow informed, that all members of the Junior class who desire to join the Masmid staff this year with the intention of assuming an editorial capacity in their Senior year, see him before Friday, Oct. 24.
Menachem Ussishkin

With the death of Menachem Ussishkin and Louis D. Brandeis the only Jewish graduate of Columbia prior to the Revolutionary War was Isaac Abrahams. He was awarded his degree of Bachelor of Arts at the commencement exercise of the Class of 1774.

At graduation Abrahams delivered an oration in Latin which was entitled "On Concord." Columbia was, of course, at that time still designated as King's College.

Although graduating classes from all colleges of this time were small, in some numbers numbering as few as two, three, several institutions of higher learning graduated Jews. At Harvard Judah Monis was an instructor of Hebrew for about 40 years. He received the honorary degree of Master of Arts as early as 1720 and became an instructor there in 1722.

Among Yale's earliest graduates were several of the Isaacs family, all of Norwalk, Conn., though not Jews themselves were constantly referred to as of Jewish origin. The most prominent Jewish graduates of Yale were the Pinto Brothers of New Haven, Judah and William. Solomon and William Pinto were both graduated in the class of 1777.

"Come Jewish Institutional Democracy, N.Y."

...or, then, begin with this suggestion?

Let the seniors,forgive me, and in the presence of selected family members chosen for their expressed willingness to cooperate, state the fact that many of us might then be taken up by the board for immediate discussion, future research, and private conferences.

Maybe this suggestion doesn't sound so good, but in either case, somehow..."
Leitner Discusses Intramural Plans

Miami Leitner '45, newly appointed manager of intramural sports, revealed plans for an extended program of inter-class competitions. Included in this program are soccer, football, volleyball, ping-pong, baseball, lacrosse, tennis, basketball, and tennis. "The whole idea behind the new plans," stated Leitner, "is to get as many fellows as possible to participate in some sport or other. Everyone, even including those who don't feel themselves athletically inclined, should be able to play one of the games in the new program.

College Playroom To Open Sunday

The Yeshiva College Playroom will open next Sunday under the management of Mlil Kramer '42, Joseph Popper '43 and Irwin Gordon '40.

All students are requested to cooperate with the staff and contribute any articles which can be used in the playroom, such as records, pictures and banners. In addition to the regular facilities offered to the student body, the Playroom will sell soft drinks, candy, cigarettes and ping-pong balls. The room will be open daily except Saturdays and holidays from 11:30 A.M. to 11:30 P.M.

Discount Passes To Be Distributed Today At 4

Student Organization booklets will be distributed today to all students who have paid their registration fee, Milton Kramer '44, chairman of the Booklet Committee, announced. The distribution will take place in the Student Council room from 4 to 7 p.m.

The booklets will contain twenty coupons, each of which will admit the student to one school event. Besides use of the library and Concert Bureau facilities, the booklet will make it possible for the student to attend all social and athletic functions. The latter include Class Nite, Variety Show and Dramatic Society productions. Free admission to all home games of the basketball and reduced prices at outside games.

Arrangements have been made with the Co-op Store management to allow special discounts to students possessing these booklets.

"AS YOU LIKE IT"

"As You Like It," starring Helen O'Neal in the role of Rosalind at the Manhattan Theatre, is offering reductions for student groups that wish to attend. More information is obtainable through the English Department or The Commentator.
Hedenu Issue Dedicated To Dr. Revel

"Hedenu", annual publication of the S. O. V., is scheduled to appear on Nov. 22, the first anniversary of Dr. Revel's demise and will be dedicated to his memory, Rabbi Bernard Poupko '39, announced.

The magazine will be divided into four parts. Articles on Talmudic law to be contributed by rabbis of the Yeshiva and others, will comprise the first section. The second part will be devoted to Rembrandt while the third will consist of articles on subjects pertaining to Judaism. Several of heretofore unpublished manuscripts written by Dr. Revel dealing with intricate problems of Jewish law will be included in the last division, in addition to biographical details of deceased leaders.

Class Nite Date Will Soon Be Announced

The date of competition for the coveted Class Nite Banner, the annual award for the most successful class performance, will soon be announced by Morris Epstein, Student Chairman. Since this event will be made up exclusively of class shows, the Yeshiva Show being reserved for a special production, the winner in this single presentation will be awarded the banner. Participants in the event are urged to aspire to special perfection since the show will serve as a medium for the choice of Varsity Show talent.

To avoid unnecessary delay in meeting members of the social committee, consisting of, Phil Horowitz '42, Bernard Bula '43, David Minsky '43, and Irwin Metzkin '44, under the chairmanship of Epstein, have been assigned to act as advisors on technical matters and post-class-date morals for the various classes and will confer from time to time with class presidents and chairmen of social committees.

ACROSS THE STREET ON AMSTERDAM AVE.

River Parkway Hand Laundry

2545 AMSTERDAM AVENUE
Between 186th and 187th Streets, New York
SPECIAL RATES TO YESHIVA STUDENTS--FREE MENDING AND DARNING

We advertise the year round in the Commentator
PLEASE PATRONIZE THIS ADVERTISER

Meet the Boys at...

SCHWARTZ'S LUNCHEONETTE
Corner 184th Avenue and 186th St.

BREAKFAST SPECIALS--Juice, Coffee, Rolls, Butter ............................................................... 10c
LUNCH SPECIALS--Grilled Chicken Sandwich, Roll and Butter .................................................. 15c
Plate Hot Soup, Roll and Butter ........................................................................................................ 10c
DINNER SPECIALS--Veal Cutlet, 2 Vegetables, Pickle, Roll ......................................................... 30c
Full Dinner--six courses ................................................................................................................. 40c

UNDER SUPERVISION OF MILTON ELEPHANT

S. O. V. Notes

• Samuel Zaltikht and Sidney Finkelstein, President and Vice-President of the S. O. V. respectively, were officially inducted into office last Monday.
• elections will be held today for secretary-treasurer as well as class representatives for the S. O. V.
• Harry Rosenblatt '43 and Arthur Cohen '44 were elected to the Dormitory Committee pending approval by the incoming council.

T. I. News

At the initial meeting of the Teachers' Institute Student Council, held Monday, Oct. 20, Theodore Przybysz '42 was appointed Editor-in-Chief of the "Nir," yearbook of the graduating class of that department. David Pfeifer '44 and Saul Kaslik were named Assistants. Editors while Harold Surchin '44 and Morton Garfield were chosen Co-Business Managers.

Library Statistics

The average student at Yeshiva College borrowed 16.3 books during the past academic year, it was learned from the annual report of Isaac Goldberg '33, Librarian. When compared with the published reports of other colleges, where the circulation per student is 15, Yeshiva's showing is very gratifying. What

JOE LIPMAN

Reparations Neatly

Worth. Beulah 7-0500

179th Avenue

Located on Fourth Floor

Height's Men's Shop
EXCLUSIVE HABERDASHERY
Special Discount on Presentation of G. O. Cards

585 WEST 181ST STREET
NEW YORK

YOU'LL ENJOY SMOKING

MADERE WOODWORTH

In the current Hot Rechot hit "ALL-AMERICAN CO-ED," released through United Artists.

* * *

YOU'LL ENJOY CHESTERFIELD, the pleasure smoke with the definitely Milder Cooler Better Taste.

If... like the All-American Girl... you want a cigarette that's MOLDER... It's Chesterfield

Try a couple of packs. We feel sure you'll be coming back for more... because Chesterfield's right combination of the world's leading cigarette tobaccos makes them so much Milder, Cooler and Better-Tasting than more smokers are turning to them every day.

Yes, the approval of smokers is the big thing that's pushing Chesterfield ahead all over the country.

EVERYWHERE YOU GO

WE Satisfy

Copyright 1941, Lurie & Hesse Tobacco Co.